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Our Ref: TC/ADM838 
23 February 2024 

 
Dear Sirs, 
 
Re: Response to CMA’s January 2024 Issues Statement on mobile browsers and cloud gaming 
 
This letter is on behalf of the Movement for an Open Web (“MOW”), a not-for-profit organisation that 
is seeking to secure an open and decentralised web. We write in response to the CMA’s Issues Statement 
dated 13 December 2022 and further to our first response dated 20 January 2023 (attached as Annex 1 
to this letter). 
 
Monetisation in the web and data 
 
The consumer’s ability to enjoy the web, which is “free”, is driven by publishers’ ability to monetise 
their content via digital advertising. The efficiency of digital advertising is based on the volume, 
frequency, and accuracy of data that is exchanged between the ad buyer and the media owner (ad 
inventory seller), as well as their ability to assess such data in order to be able to generate a positive 
return on ad spend by establishing whether such ad has been successful.1 A common deidentified ID is 
needed to measure what techniques are driving the most value.  
 
The CMA highlights that “browsers are primarily monetised through search” (para. 13). However, the 
browser also represents a vital gateway through which consumers access the web, rendering data 
available via the browser crucial for digital advertising and publishers’ ability to monetise. Therefore, 
when establishing whether Google and Apple have “unilateral market power in the supply of browsers 
and browser engines” (para. 24), the CMA should include scope to evaluate the role of data (common 
deidentified IDs) in this market and the ways in which Google and Apple have been restricting third-
parties’ access to such interoperable data. 
 

 
1 See paras 286 to 287 at Appendix G of the CMA online platforms and digital advertising market study (1 July 2020) 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5fe49554e90e0711ffe07d05/Appendix G - Tracking and PETS v.16 non-
confidential WEB.pdf and paras 64 et seq. at Appendix F at 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5fe495438fa8f56af97b1e6c/Appendix F -

role of data in digital advertising v.4 WEB.pdf 
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Google is intending to fully deprecate the use of third-party cookies from Q3 2024.11 Apple, 
via the W3C, have already implemented similar impairments. 

(f) IP Address (akin to a residential address) helps marketers improve the effectiveness of 
their ad spends – Google is currently developing a proxy server and has been masking IP 
addresses. In doing so, it impairs the ability of rivals to understand the address from which an 
internet-connect device is requesting content from a publishers’ server – a critical component 
used in fraud detection, localization of content, intellectual property protection, and security.12 
Apple has already implemented private relay within its products to similar effect. 

(g) Google’s shifting of functionality into the browser – Google’s response to the removal of 
web data availability and functionality to third parties has been the introduction of its own 
alternative products in the browser. Google’s own website states: 
 

“The Privacy Sandbox APIs require web browsers to take on a new role. Rather than 
working with limited tools and protections, the APIs allow a user's browser to act on 
the user's behalf—locally, on their device—to protect the user's identifying 
information as they navigate the web. This is a shift in direction for browsers. 
The Privacy Sandbox's vision of the future has browsers providing specific tools to 
satisfy specific use cases, while preserving user privacy.”13 

 
It is important to note Google has never justified why its collection and processing of Personal 
Data, such as using specific individual’s identity as a match key within its Customer Match, or 
any other Privacy Sandbox business-facing solution (e.g., its “Topics” cross-site behavioural 
attributes or cross-site Attribution APIs), is an improvement to “privacy.” 

 
Digital ad functionalities: Google moving ad functionality to the browser, such as via Protected 
Audience API (“PAAPI”) (previously known as FLEDGE and TURTLEDOVE) and Topics 
API. PAAPI enables “on-device auctions by the browser”. It has been implemented and is 
actively being used. What used to take place as server-to-server communication between buyers 
and sellers of ad inventory will now take place in the browser and in server-side processing 
controlled by Google. Accordingly, all the risks to individuals identified by Google are not 
prevented by Google’s current designs. The only safeguard to individuals that Google’s 
proposals rely upon is “trust us.”   

A brief summary of Apple’s changes in the browser (Safari) is as follows: 
(a) Cookie storage – Intelligent Tracking Prevention (ITP) was introduced to Apple’s browser, 

Safari, as a series of features that it claims were to reduce cross-domain data transfers. 14 
(b) IP Address – Apple released Private Relay in 2021 as a feature that masks IP addresses.  

 
The CMA should carefully review Google’s and Apple’s ongoing interference with interoperability and 
the actions currently being taken which, if not restrained, threaten to prevent any effective remedy from 
being implemented. For example, Google and Apple’s ability to shift functionality between the browser 
and operating system at their own will. 

 
11 See Google’s timeline at https://privacysandbox.com/open-web/#the-privacy-sandbox-timeline versus the CMA’s timeline in their Q4 2023 
report at para. 113 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/65ba2a504ec51d000dc9f1f5/CMA_Q4_2023_update_report_on_implementation_of_the_Priv
acy_Sandbox_commitments_PDFA_1.pdf  
12 See “In Development” at https://privacysandbox.com/open-web/#the-privacy-sandbox-timeline;  

 
13https://developers.google.com/privacy-
sandbox/overview#:~:text=The%20Privacy%20Sandbox%20APIs%20require,cases%2C%20while%20preserving%20user%20privacy.  
14See a detailed explanation of each release of ITP at https://www.simoahava.com/analytics/itp-2-1-and-web-analytics/  
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Changes in the browser are leading businesses to operate in the operating system 
 
The CMA highlights in the Issues Statement (para. 18) that businesses bear the higher costs of native 
apps due to the inherent bugs in Apple’s WebKit. This is further true because of the above-mentioned 
changes to the browser. With the removal of third party cookies and the ability to effectively monetise 
across the web, publishers have moved towards developing apps and are being pushed into the mobile 
operating ecosystem. Google and Apple are the primary mobile browser providers and have benefited 
substantially from the influx of publishers into the mobile operating ecosystem, with increased access 
to sign-in data and first party data (see further in our first submission at Annex 1).  
 
We refer also to the Texas-led State Attorneys’ General evidence that Google’s motive for Privacy 
Sandbox was to put a wall around the open web, hence enabling Google (and Apple who are working 
in parallel under the same strategy) to impose app-store rules on all rival media owners and the rival 
business solution providers that support this competition across digital markets.  
 
The links between the browser and the operating system 
 
The CMA highlights that, as well as holding market power in mobile browsers (para. 24), Google and 
Apple also have “substantial and entrenched market power in the supply of mobile operating systems” 
(para. 25). The CMA is thus planning to investigate whether Google and Apple are using their positions 
to “weaken competition in the ‘downstream’ supply of mobile browsers and browser engines, and the 
distribution of cloud gaming services” (para. 25).  
 
Given Google and Apple’s market power in these two areas, their entire business model should be 
examined. As businesses move towards building native apps in the operating system, Google and Apple 
have also increasingly restricted third-parties from accessing data available within the operating system 
for third parties to be able to monetise their content. The removal of ID for Advertisers (IDFA) in iOS 
and Android Advertising ID in Android is akin to the removal of third party cookie storage, but in the 
mobile browser instead of the open web. Publishers and software or game developers are consequently 
deprived of cross-app data to effectively monetise their ad inventory. 
 
Native apps also incur a surcharge for in-app purchases, leading to higher revenues for Google and 
Apple. Google and Apple also benefit from insight into native apps’ development and updates via their 
respective App Stores. 
 
We trust that the above is useful and we are at the CMA’s disposal should the CMA have any questions 
regarding our comments. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
 
 
Preiskel & Co LLP 
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Annex 1: MOW’s response to Mobile Browsers and Cloud Gaming Issues Statement dated 20 
January 2023 
























